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WHAT’S THE REAL HOLIDAY?
Has Thanksgiving become overshadowed
by Black Friday?

As Thanksgiving quickly

approaches and our mouths
begin to water from the
idea of mashed potatoes,
crescent rolls, and pumpkin
pie, one can’t help but think
about the true meaning
behind Thanksgiving.
But what exactly, is the
true meaning of Thanksgiving? Is it a time to reflect
on what you have, or is it a
time to prepare your debit
and credit cards for Black
Friday? Is it hypocritical of
us as a society to spend one
blissful afternoon taking
stock of our valued family
and possessions, and then
spend the following day
in long lines and throwing
elbows to get that $99 flat
screen TV?
The month of November
is a rather average month,
caught in between holidays.
For the first few days, we
mourn Halloween and all
of its spookiness. Towards
the end, we begin to prepare for the December
holiday season and bust
out our Christmas music
playlists on Spotify. Really,
only two days in November
seem to matter to the public: Thanksgiving and Black
Friday.
Aren’t these two
days that directly negate
the other? Thanksgiving.

A time for family, food,
and appreciating what you
have. Then Black Friday,
a time spent at malls and
department stores to take
advantage of the (oh my
god how do the stores not
lose money) sales.
Is the true meaning of
Thanksgiving lost? Have we
all forgotten the Pilgrims
and Squanto? Remember

her famous three-hour food
coma nap, many of us will
sneak off to clip coupons
and prepare for the consumer nightmare/heaven
that is Black Friday. When
the clock hits midnight,
millions of Americans will
already be out of bed and
waiting in *outrageous*
lines waiting for the (metaphorical) floodgates to

messages being conveyed
here. Many stores, like
Walmart and Kohl’s, even
begin the shopping frenzy on Thanksgiving day,
taking people away from
their family and traditions.
This year, several big name
stores such as H&M, Nordstrom, and REI are resisting
the urge and keeping their
doors closed until Friday.
At the end of the day,
shouldn’t Thanksgiving be
just that? Giving thanks for
“At the end of the day,
what we have. The holiday
shouldn’t Thanksgiving be
seems to often be overshadowed by the anticipation of
just that? Giving thanks for
eager consumers, and more
often than not we complain
what we have.”
about the things we didn’t
get during our Black Friday
endeavors than the things
the days in elementary
open.
we are already blessed to
school where we would
In 2016, the National
have. Black Friday only
make turkeys and their
Retail Federation reportclouds the beautiful simfeathers would be things
ed that Americans spent
plicity behind Thanksgivthat we were thankful for? $1.9 billion online alone
ing, to be content with the
We would say that we were on Thanksgiving day, and
things we have already
thankful for things like
another $3 billion on Black worked so hard for.
food and shelter, our parFriday. This gross amount
Bottom line readers: take
ents and our friends.
of money spent seems to
stock of what you have (not
On November 23, we’ll contradict the ideas behind materialistically) before you
sit and eat with our famThanksgiving. What is the run to the mall to buy that
ilies, we’ll reminisce of
point in recounting your
$99 flat screen.
holidays past and we’ll look blessings one day if the next
-Meghan Moore
forward to doing it again in you’ll spend all day fightDecember for Christmas,
ing crowds and spending
Hanukkah, among others. money on things many of
But when the dishes are
us don’t even need?
cleaned up and your aunt
It seems that there are
takes the good couch for
two extremely different
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Centennial’s Dancing with the staff was held on
November 3, 2017. To see more photos and read the
full article from dancing with the staff, visit
www.chswingspan.com
Centennial High School
4300 Centennial Lane
Ellicott City, MD 21042
410-313-2856
www.chs.hcpss.org
All opinions expressed within the
Wingspan are those of the individual writers and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the staff
and its entirety, its advisor, or the school.

-Eliza Andrew

Follow us on Twitter: @CHSwingspan
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THE FLASH
Following the
positive critical
response of Arrow, the CW
decided to update one of
DC’s most popular superheroes, The Flash. After an
accident that left him in
a coma for nine months,
Barry Allen deals with his
newfound speed powers,
helping the citizens of Central City stay safe. The show
is simple, but still complex
with great characters and
interesting plots.
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ONE DAY
AT A TIME
If you’re feeling
in the Thanksgiving spirit
of family and friends, the
Netflix’s sitcom, One Day at
a Time is a good choice to
binge. Bringing an update
from the original 1975
sitcom, the show centers
around a Cuban family with
a single mother, raising her
two children with the help
of her traditional mother.
The show tackles topics
relating to the viewers including illegal immigration,
religion, women’s rights,
treatment of the troops, and
discovering sexuality.
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VERONICA
MARS
Before she was
Anna in Frozen,
Kristen Bell was sarcastic,
teen detective, Veronica
Mars, solving different
cases in her small, beach
town. Throughout the
three seasons it was on
TV, a single mystery brews
through the town that
our young heroine has to
solve. The show is addictive with its quick-wit
dialogue and great acting
from the cast. Veronica
Mars is a unique show and
deserved a longer time on
TV.

TO
A
BINGE
BREAK
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LOST
Six seasons full of
mysteries and
fantastic storytelling, Lost is known as
one of the best TV shows
of all time. Following the
passengers of Oceanic 815
after they crashed on a
deserted island, the characters try to figure out why
they crashed on the island
and how to get off, back to
their families. Each episode
focuses on one character
and is told both in memories and present, creating a
different way of telling the
story from other shows.
Shocking plot twists and
compelling characters keep
viewers interested in what
will happen next.
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STRANGER
THINGS
One of the many
surprises of summer 2016, Stranger Things
became Netflix’s most
popular original series.
With a little hint of Steven
Spielberg’s movies and an
essence of Stephen King
novels, the show brings
nostalgia to everyone while
displaying the original plot
of the mysterious disappearance of Will Byers. His
friends start a search for
him. Dark and serious at
points, the show is pleasurable and brings brilliant
storytelling to the small
screen. Luckily for new
viewers, over the break,
they have another season
binge, answering questions
of the first season that were
left unanswered.
-Julia Stitley
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Welcome To

Almost,Maine
In a Northern remote

town with no official
name, residents of Almost, Maine live the typical smalltown lifestyle.
However, on one winter
night, the locals find
themselves falling in and
out of love in surprising
and often humorous
ways.
As the Northern
lights beam across the
sky over Almost, hearts
are broken and mended
throughout the sentimental events expressed
in each scene. From November 16 to 19, Centennial High School’s theatre
department will perform
the critically acclaimed
play, Almost, Maine.
What is Almost,
Maine? The production illustrates both the
delightful and heart-rendering sides of a real-world relationship,
as not every character
achieves his or her hap-

Photo by: Camryn Desai

pily ever after. The show
is divided into a series
of vignettes that happen
within the same place of
Almost, Maine and that
occur on the same night.
Every vignette focuses
on a different couple and
reveals each character’s
unique love life through
the challenges exhibited
on stage.
“I like that the play
isn’t what traditional
theatre is supposed to
be,” commented senior
Ethan Kinstler, “we think
of theatre as having to be
continuous and be one
story ending in a happy
bow, and Almost, Maine
challenges that idea; there
is no central plot, and not
all of the vignettes end
in a happy ending, but
somehow each vignette
manages to stay connected.”
While Centennial has
produced many comical
productions before, this
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year’s play is a new style
of theatrical performance
with the play. “Almost,
Maine is a beautiful, contemporary love story that
has realistic relationships
with magical elements,”
Kathryn Carlsen, one of
the directors, disclosed,
“I think that we need to
send out more kindness
and love in the world.
This is my way of doing
this.”
Holly Pasciullo, an
English teacher who
joins Carlsen in directing
the play this year, conveys her excitement to be
producing a Centennial
show for the first time
since 2005. Pasciullo
praised the production
and its profound sophistication while also
commending her love for
theatre.
“It has been a place to
express myself creatively
and a place where I have
found lifelong friends,”
acclaimed Pasciullo, who
has been involved in theatre since she was twelve
years old.
Even though the past
theatrical experiences of
each cast member vary,
everyone seems extremely enthusiastic about
the production. Casey
Stratton, a sophomore
performing in her first
lead role at Centennial,
professed her excitement over the wonderful
opportunity. “Theatre
to me is a way for me to
express myself without
actually having to express

my emotions,” Stratton
remarked, “I can express
someone else’s and take
on a new life for a short
while.”
Senior Sydney
Grossman, who has
performed in theatre
productions since
elementary school,
expressed her love for
Almost, Maine.
“I think it’s really
unique and different,
and will give a lot of
people a chance to
shine,” Grossman stated.
“Theatre is my
passion. It means the
world to me, and I am
so thankful for all the
friends I have met and
the experiences I have
had.”
As the performance
draws near, Centennial
students are elated to
profess themselves on
stage. Carlsen is proud
of the play’s contemporary story and message,
and she is confident that
every individual can
connect and relate to it.
“Everyone can connect to love,” Carlsen
asserted, “we yearn for
it in all of its forms.”
Pasciullo appeared to
agree with her fellow director, as she mentioned
the variety of emotion
and resolution within
each scene. “Anybody
who has known joy and
heartbreak will see himself or herself on stage,”
Pasciullo declared.
-Sarah Kruhm

More Than Just
								X’s and 0’s
For spectators, basket-

or defensive set. One little
ball is all about high-scor- thing throughout the play
ing, intense, buzzer-beater that goes wrong could be
the difference between wingames. For coaches, basning or losing. Everybody
ketball is all about wins
and losses and which team has to back each other up
and support one another in
played better. For the
players, the game means so order to have any level of
much more. It teaches these success in this sport.
Trying to perfect one’s
players valuable life lessons
craft is a unique chaland it shows them what it
means to win and lose as a lenge that many basketball
players enjoy trying to nail
team.
head-on. That is one of
With
basketball
tryouts quickly
approaching
at Centennial
High School,
this presents a
new team with
a new slate of
players who
are all working towards
making it back
to the promise land: the
Xfinity Center,
which hosts
the Maryland
state semi-finals for boy’s
high school
basketball.
Basketball is a game that
takes an extreme level of
focus, and anybody who has
ever played on a competitive level can understand
all the practice that goes
into perfecting an offensive

many reasons why people
like to play. Many people love the game for the
screaming crowds; others love it for its intensity
and fast pace. Whatever
the reason for loving the
game, two players on the

team this year have a much
deeper appreciation of this
sport.
Sean Taylor, a senior
point guard with heavy expectations, comes into this
season knowing that if he
plays well enough, he has a
legitimate shot to play at the
collegiate level.
Taylor has been playing
this game since the age of
six and has loved it since he
first picked up a ball.

that has helped him make
friends and reach personal
goals.
Taylor rose up from
the JV team to become a
starter on the Varsity team,
a team that has a very high
ceiling for this season.
This team is returning a
senior-heavy roster, headed by Taylor and Andrew
Hohmann.
There is no telling
what Taylor would do without the game in
his life. Taylor
has been playing the game for
so long that it
has become rare
for him not to
play around five
times a week.
He states, “My
life would be
drastically
different without basketball.
Basketball has
served as a
workplace and
a sanctuary,
and it has been
responsible for
“It allows me to be a part many memories that will
of a unique culture, culture never leave my mind.”
that includes all types of
The sport is not just a
hobby, or something Taylor
people from different back- does every winter. Basketgrounds.”
ball is a lifestyle for players
The basketball “culture” like Taylor. They play all
that Taylor has been emyear round, in-season and
bedded into is a culture
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Two basketball players’ deeper appreciation for the game

out.
Fans have trouble truly
understanding just how
important this game is to
a player such as Taylor. It
means everything to him,
and that is a key ingredient
in the Centennial basketball
program’s winning recipe.
However, Taylor isn’t the

game that gives back.
He has been taught
important life lessons from
the game. Lessons can come
out of the games lost by one
point, or the games won by
25 points.
“Those close games
where you are on the losing
side really make you ana-

fair share of being on both
sides of the game, and
he can appreciate what it
means to play as a team or
play as an individual.
“Cooperation is one of
the most important things
not only in basketball, but
in life,” said Hohmann.
“When you have a

only player on the team that
values all that the game of
basketball has to offer.
Playing on the varsity basketball team since
his sophomore year, senior point guard Andrew
Hohmann appreciates
basketball because it is the

lyze what went wrong and
how you can use this to
improve for the next game.
When you blow out the
team you think to yourself,
what went correctly that I
can study and do again next
game?”
Hohmann has had his

group of people working
extremely hard towards a
common goal and the goal
is achieved, it is one special
feeling.”

Photos provided by the Wingspan archives

Hohmann also feels
that the basketball court is
his escape from stress or
personal problems.
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“I just go out to my
driveway or the gym, and
I just keep shooting until I
stop thinking about what is
going on.”
Basketball has provided
these young athletes with
something that is bigger
than themselves. They can
understand better than
most of us what it
takes to win and
how to be successful.
When asked
about the goals of
the Centennial basketball team for this
upcoming season,
both Hohmann
and Taylor had a
very simple answer,
“States.”
-Josh Horen

SENIOR OF
MICHAEL
PELLIGRINI

MATTHEW
NA

“Amen brother”
NICKNAME
Pees
INTENDED MAJOR
Business
FAVORITE MOVIE
Star Wars: Rogue One
FAVORITE ACTOR
Harrison Ford
HERO
Jon Snow
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Lion

“Dance”
FAVORITE MOVIE
The Land Before Time
FAVORITE BAND
Foster the People
HERO
I’m my own hero!
IF YOUR LIFE WAS
A MOVIE, WHO
WOULD PLAY YOU?
Dominic Roybal
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TODD
PRICE
“Do things for yourself, not just to please
others”
NICKNAME
Toddu
INTENDED MAJOR
Japanese and Linguistics (dual major)
FAVORITE MOVIE
Pitch Perfect
DREAM VACATION
Visiting bookstores in
Japan
IF YOUR LIFE WAS
A MOVIE, WHO
WOULD PLAY YOU?
John Krasinski

Photos by: Zach Grable

LAUREN
MUMA
“Seize the day”
FAVORITE MOVIE
Sisters
HERO
Eliza Andrew
INTENDED MAJOR
Electrical engineering
IF YOUR LIFE WAS A
MOVIE WHO WOULD
PLAY YOU?
TINA FEY
DREAM VACATION
Hawaii

CALLIE
ANDREW
“Carpe Diem”
NICKNAME
Wizcalliefa
FAVORITE MOVIE
Twilight
HERO
Obama
FAVORITE MEME
Kim Kardashian crying
face
DREAM VACTION
Thailand

CLAUDIA
PILCHER
“Schmood”
INTENDED MAJOR
International relations
FAVORITE SINGER
Shawn Mendes
DREAM VACATION
Ecuador to see “the
swing at the end of the
world”
FAVORITE MEME
Anything with Honey
Boo Boo in it

THE MONTH
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Breaking Bread and
Tradition
How students have
incorporated
Thanksgiving into their
culture
Turkey, mashed potatoes,

ing experience this year.
football—all are almost es- However, she says that she
sential parts of any “typical” believes Thanksgiving is
Thanksgiving day. So how very similar to a Korean
do students from other cul- holiday called Chuseok, a
tures add their own twists harvesting festival which
to this classic American
holiday?
Senior Hannah Choi
recounts her past Thanksgiving experiences with
fondness.
“We have turkey, stuffing, and typical things like
that, but it isn’t weird to
also see Korean soybean
paste soup next to it.”
Laughing, she added, “for
traditions, instead of football, the adults usually grab
Korean alcohol at a local
Korean bar and the kids will
stay at home and eat tons of
desserts.”
Parker cooks for her family
Centennial also hosts
during the holidays.
student Ellena Lee, an exchange student from South
literally translates to “auKorea, who will have her
first American Thanksgiv- tumn eve.”

Despite the similarity
between the two holidays,
Ellena says she is still really excited to experience
Thanksgiving with her host
family.
“In Korea, for Chuseok
we usually have foods such
as dimsum and songpyeon,
so I’m excited to try different homemade American
foods with my host family.”
She explained, “I’m even
planning to make some
Korean dishes just to add
a part of my culture to this
special day.”
Erin MacMurray, a
junior with a Jamaican
background, also has a
unique way of celebrating
this American holiday.
“Turkey definitely isn’t
the main dish at our table,” she commented. “We
usually have jerk chicken
and plantain alongside the
usual mashed potatoes and
stuffing.” Smiling and roll-
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ing her eyes, she added, “It’s
also not weird to hear the
same Jamaican songs being
sung over and over again
throughout the day, even as
we’re eating and when the
football game is on.”
While all of these students fuse their cultures
into this day, senior Hannah
Parker perhaps has a more
interesting take on what she
considers a normal Thanksgiving tradition.
“My dogs are a big part
of Thanksgiving,” she mentioned. “Of course I look
forward to the usual food
celebration, but one of my
favorite parts of the day is
setting up a mini Thanksgiving for my two huge
border collies and my one
retriever.” Further elaborating, Parker described her
typical Thanksgiving scene
of food spread out on the
table, with small bowls next
to it filled with Thanksgiving treats for her dogs, and
how much she truly loves
including her dogs in this
holiday.
Perhaps others will be
inspired to make some
room for different foods
and traditions with all of
the different ways Centennial students celebrate this
iconic American holiday.
-Lisa Kerr

Photo contributed by Hannah Parker

THE CENTENNIAL
GLOBETROTTERS
For some people, the

new world that’s completely
different from [hers].”
thought of packing up
Her excitement was
your things, flying hours
accompanied
by a great bit
to a country where nobody
speaks your language, and of worry, mainly from being
away from her friends and
living there is absolutely
terrifying. However, fearless family back in Modena.
exchange students at Cen- One major difference Righi
tennial, Lucrezia Righi and
Lena Straub, did just that.
Senior Lucrezia Righi hails
from Modena, Italy, a city
best known for the manufacturing of the luxurious
sports car, Ferrari. Sophomore Lena Straub comes
from Stuttgart, a city in
southwest Germany known
for the manufacturing of
Mercedes Benz. I met both
of these girls in my German
class. When asked if they
would be interested in sharing about their experiences, noticed was the food, and
both Righi and Straub were as a “true Italian,” it “plays
a main role [in her] life”
eager to participate.
Righi recalls the flight as and is “an important part of
“absolutely the longest flight [Italian] culture.”
Another obstacle she has
ever,” and shared how she
faced has been the language.
was quite anxious beforeAlthough she has taken Enhand. Upon arriving in
America, she became rather glish for eleven years, Righi
admits that it is still difficult
proud of herself, as Righi
to decipher the English
had never embarked on
such a big trip alone. Righi’s language, considering how
interest in coming to Amer- quickly it is spoken. Now a
month and a half into her
ica was influenced in part
stay, Righi proclaims that it
by her desire to do somehas “been the most exciting
thing “big” with her life
and to “experience a whole month and a half of [her
Photo by: Laila Abu-Ghaida

life].”
Since arriving in the
states, she has explored
places like Baltimore,
Annapolis, and Washington D.C., the latter being
her favorite. So far, Righi’s
favorite memory she has

school is like. Straub also
notes that in the bigger
picture, the trip would force
her to “come out of [her]
comfort zone” and give her
the opportunity to “help
people from different countries understand each other
better.”
The daily routine adjustment was somewhat of
a hurdle for Straub, as she
had to deal with the lack
of public transportation in
America, the polar opposite
of the abundance of trains
and buses in Stuttgart.
Reaching eleven weeks
in America, Straub has
enjoyed spending time with
her host family, making
memories like seeing Ed
Sheeran live, and celebratmade is the time she spent ing Oktoberfest with exwith a friend at the aquari- change friends. Sometime
um in Baltimore.
soon, Straub hopes to visit
Contrary to Righi’s
New York City.
anxieties before the flight,
Here at Centennial, we
Straub recounts that she
are lucky to welcome wonhad no real worries before derful people like Righi and
her big trip from Germany Straub to America. If you
to America. “While every- happen to see one of them
body was too nervous to
in the halls, don’t be afraid
sleep, I had no problem!”
to say hi, and Righi speaks
Coming on a scholarfor both her and Straub
ship as a German youth
when she says they would
ambassador, Straub’s trip to be “super happy to know
America meant she could
you; just speak slowly!”
improve her English and
-Maddie Wirebach
see what American high
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GLOBAL THANKS
REASONS TO BE THANKFUL
Over the past five
years, Denmark
reduced its food
waste by 25%.

2017 has had both ups and
downs. We can list many
negatives: acts of terrorism
targeted at concertgoers in
Manchester and Las Vegas,
destructive hurricanes that
barrelled through the Caribbean and the southern
United States, widespread
famine in northern Africa,
and the loss of beloved
musicians like Tom Petty
and Chester Bennington.
However, there’s also a lot
to be thankful for.
-Caroline Chu

Women in Saudi
Arabia were given
the right to drive.
California became the
first state to require pet
stores to only sell dogs,
cats, and rabbits sourced
from rescue shelters instead of the usual breeders or mills.

Acid attack victims in India will now be recognized as being physically disabled, which
allows them to receive government compensation and help finding jobs.
Panama qualified for
the World Cup for the
first time ever.
A Colombian
garbage man
built a children’s
library filled
with books that
had previously
been trashed.

FREE DELIVERY
7 DAYS/WEEK!
410.461.DELI

Kenya banned the production, import, and
use of plastic bags.
Chris Long, a defensive
lineman for the Philadelphia Eagles, plans to
donate his entire salary
from this football season
to a scholarship fund for
disadvantaged kids.

“Pound For
Pound
The Best
P
Food
F Around.”
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LET US MAKE YOUR NEXT
EVENT SOMETHING SPECIAL!

BAKED POTATO BAR

CHARITY/FUNDRAISERS
BIRTHDAY/HOLIDAY PARTIES
TAILGATES/SPORTING EVENTS
BEREAVEMENTS • DINNERS
GRADUATIONS • ANNIVERSARIES
AND MUCH MORE!
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%

OFF

WITH THIS AD

SANDWICH PLATTERS
& BOXED LUNCHES
RIBS & CHICKEN
5-FOOT SUBS AND PASTAS
PREMIUM MEATS MEAT BY THE LB.
BEEF BROTHERS
BBQ SMOKED BRISKET
WIITH
W
H SLIDER
SL
LIIDE
ID
DE
E
ER
R ROLLS
ROLL
RO
LL
LS
S
WITH
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR THE FULL
CATERING MENU
IF YOU DON’T SEE IT, JUST ASK.
VOTED ONE OF BALTIMORE’S BEST IN
2015, 2016 AND 2017.

t-0004-4317

TACO BAR
WWW.THEBEEFBROTHERS.COM • 10155 BALTIMORE NATIONAL PIKE (ROUTE 40), ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21042

